CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF
RESOLUTION NO. R8-2006-0079

PETITION FOR REVIEW;
AND REQUEST FOR A HEARING;
REQUEST FOR STAY AND REQUEST
FOR A HEARING AND
DECLARATION OF ROBERT D.
WYATT IN SUPPORT THEROF; AND
REQUEST FOR EVIDENTIARY
HEARING

[Water Code § 13320]

Emhart Industries, Inc., Kwikset Locks, Inc., Kwikset Corporation, and Black & Decker Inc. ("Petitioners") hereby file this petition for review and request for a hearing by the California State Water Resources Control Board ("State Board") to review the action of the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board ("Regional Board") in adopting, on October 13, 2006, its Resolution No. R8-2006-0079 Directing the Executive Officer to Delegate Certain Authorities to an Independent Hearing Officer for the Purpose of Considering the Issuance of Investigation and/or Cleanup and Abatement Orders and Conducting Hearings as Necessary in the Rialto 160-Acre Site Perchlorate Investigation
and Remediation ("Resolution"). The Resolution purports to appoint an independent
hearing officer for the purpose of determining whether to issue, and to issue, investigation,
cleanup and abatement, and water replacement orders, and for the purpose of conducting
adjudicatory hearings, for and on behalf of the Regional Board in connection with its
ongoing review of alleged perchlorate discharges at a 160-acre site located in Rialto,
California. A copy of the Resolution is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

This Petition for Review is filed pursuant to the United States Constitution, the
California Constitution, Water Code § 13320, and 23 CCR §§ 2050 et seq.

Concurrently herewith, Petitioners are filing a request for a stay and a hearing
thereon of the underlying enforcement order proceedings proposed by the challenged
Resolution.

I. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PETITIONER:

Petitioners can be contacted through their counsel of record.

II. THE REGIONAL BOARD ACTION FOR WHICH THIS PETITION FOR
REVIEW IS SOUGHT:

The Regional Board action for which this petition is filed is the adoption of

III. THE DATE THE REGIONAL BOARD ACTED:

The date of the Regional Board's adoption of Resolution No. R8-2006-0079 is
October 13, 2006.

IV. STATEMENT OF REASONS THE ACTION IS INAPPROPRIATE AND
IMPROPER:

Upon the advice and recommendation of SWRCB Deputy Chief Counsel Ted Cobb,
on October 13, 2006, the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board ("Regional
Board") adopted Resolution No. R8-2006-0079 which purports to authorize its Executive
Officer to hire a retired annuitant, former SWRCB Executive Director Walter Pettit, as his
own Deputy Executive Officer, who in turn may issue, upon the Executive Officer's
complaint, Water Code section 13267 investigative as well as Water Code section 13304
cleanup and abatement and water replacement orders to certain alleged dischargers as identified in a draft of a separate proposed Amended Cleanup and Abatement Order, CAO No. R8-2005-0053 dated October 27, 2006 prepared by Regional Board staff for Mr. Pettit's signature ("Draft Amended CAO"). The alleged dischargers named in the Draft Amended CAO include Petitioners, as well as Goodrich Corporation and Pyro Spectaculars, Inc. A copy of the Amended Draft CAO is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

The Resolution also notably purports to authorize the Executive Officer to deputize and delegate to Mr. Pettit the authority to conduct adjudicatory hearings pursuant to the California Administrative Procedure Act, Government Code §§ 11400 et seq. ("APA").1 The Resolution is unprecedented and an invalid response to Emhart's motion to disqualify the Regional Board and its legal advisors in this matter based on the ground that they have improperly conducted themselves in a manner which gives rise to a clear appearance of bias and prejudice, and which may in fact demonstrate actual bias and prejudice, against Petitioners. The Resolution is likewise an invalid attempt to remedy the failure of the Regional Board and its staff and legal advisors to keep their investigative, prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions completely separate as mandated by the APA. The solution to the past errors of the Regional Board and its staff and legal advisors in this regard is not to compound them by a unilateral unauthorized delegation of authority by the Regional Board's Executive Officer, who is acting as chief prosecutor in this matter, and by the Regional Board, which has already demonstrated its bias, to a substitute a hearing officer of its own choosing who is the Executive Officer's own deputy. A process that permits a judge (the Regional Board) and prosecutor (the Executive Officer), who the evidence shows are palpably biased, together to appoint the prosecutor's deputy to serve as the replacement for the judge does not make common sense and is contrary to the requirements of the Water Code, the Constitution and the APA.

---

1 Citations to the California Administrative Procedure Act are to Government Code sections unless otherwise indicated.
The factual and legal underpinnings of the Resolution are demonstrably in error and the State Board should rescind the document for the reasons provided herein.

A. Resolution Finding 19 asserts, "The Executive Officer is authorized to conduct hearings and issue Investigative Orders and Cleanup and Abatement Orders (Resolution No. 88-121, Water Code §§ 13223, 13267, 13304)". Resolution, at p. 3. Finding 19 paints with far too broad a brush. It is true that Water Code Section 13223, which was last amended in 1970, does provide for broad delegation of powers by the Regional Board to its Executive Officer. It is also true that the Executive Officer may be authorized to issue investigative orders under Section 13267 and Cleanup and Abatement Orders under Section 13304. But neither Water Code sections 13223, 13267, or 13304 purports to authorize the Executive Officer at one and the same time to prosecute and adjudicate Water Code enforcement proceedings. The words of these statutes do not so provide. It would also be improper to construe these statutes to provide for such a delegation, as it would be directly inconsistent with and in violation of the APA Bill of Rights. Specifically, the APA provides, "The adjudicative function shall be separated from the investigative, prosecutorial and advocacy functions within the agency as provided in Section 11425.30." Section 11425.30(c) in turn, provides that "The provisions of this section governing separation of functions as to the presiding officer also govern separation of functions as to the agency head or other person or body to which the power to hear or decide in the proceeding is delegated." Water Code § 13223 plainly must be construed in light of, and confined by, the APA's express requirements.

Put in its simplest terms, the Resolution improperly seeks to (a) have the Regional Board abdicate any role in the proposed enforcement proceeding, (b) delegate all of its powers to the Executive Officer, (c) have the Executive Officer retain the investigative and advocacy functions to himself, and (d) delegate the adjudicatory functions in the enforcement proceeding to his appointed Deputy Executive Officer.

B. Paragraph 7 of the Resolution improperly provides that "In conducting the duties under this Resolution, Mr. Pettit shall not be subject to the authority, direction or the
disccretion of the Executive Officer or the members of the Regional Board." Resolution, p. 4, ¶¶ 6-7. There are at least two fatal flaws with this scheme. First, the Resolution purports to deprive the Regional Board of any authority within the scope of the subject matter of the Draft Amended CAO, and leaves entirely open the question of what person or entity Mr. Pettit would be accountable to if not to the Regional Board or the Executive Officer. Second, the Resolution identifies no basis for delegating to a mere Deputy Executive officer the power to issue final orders, directly reviewable by the State Board.

In 2002, the Legislature prohibited exactly this void and artifice when it enacted Water Code § 13228.14. Water Code § 13228.14 provides in relevant part as follows:

(a) Any hearing or investigation by a regional board relating to investigating the quality of waters of the state, [or] . . .

requiring the cleanup or abatement of waste . . . may be conducted by a panel of three or more members of the regional board, but any final action in the matter shall be taken by the regional board. . . . (c) The regional board, after making an independent review of the record, and taking additional evidence as may be necessary, may adopt, with or without revision, or reject, the proposed decision and order of the panel. (emphasis added)

There are at least three inescapable conclusions to be drawn from this recently enacted statute. First, the Legislature has not authorized regional boards to delegate to their executive officers the adjudication of enforcement proceedings governed by the APA. Either the regional board itself or a panel of no fewer than three members must conduct such proceedings. If adjudication is delegated to a panel, the entire regional board must, based on a review of the entire record, adopt, modify or reject its findings. Second, even if for the sake of argument one were to assume the Executive Officer may be delegated authority to conduct hearings under the APA and to adjudicate factual and legal issues so
presented, the Regional Board under Water Code § 13228.14 would still have to conduct a
*de novo* review.³ Third, the Legislature has prevented regional boards from abdicating or
delegating their adjudicatory hearing functions, which may be presented to some members
of the board, but may not be finally ruled upon by less than the entire regional board.

The Resolution appears to rely upon an overbroad interpretation of Water Code
13223 with respect to delegation of powers from a regional board to an executive officer.
It appears that the Resolution assumes that embedded within Section 13223 is a delegation
to the executive officer to conduct APA adjudicatory hearings. Yet nowhere in the statute
or record is this intention evinced.³ Moreover, as discussed above, the plain language of
Section 13228.14, which appears in Chapter 7, Article 2 of the Water Code along with
Section 13223 (which was enacted 32 years before Section 13228.14), reflects the clear
legislative direction that adjudicatory hearings are to be conducted either by a regional
board itself or by panels made up of three or more board members. The words of the
statute plainly do not authorize the delegation of this function to the board's executive
officer or to the executive officer's deputies. Had this been the Legislature's intention, it
could easily have included such authorization in the statute. It is a maxim of statutory
construction that if conflicting statutes cannot be reconciled, later enactments supercede
earlier ones and more specific provisions take precedence over more general ones.

*Collection Bureau of San Jose v. Rumsey* (2000) 24 Cal.4th 301, 310. Here, based on the
plain language of Section 13228.14, there is no conflict, but if there were any sort of
conflict, the more recent and specific statute would control. See also *People v. Tanner*
(1979) 24 Cal.3d 514, 521 ("A specific provision relating to a particular subject will
govern a general provision, even though the general provision standing alone would be
broad enough to include the subject to which the specific provision relates.")

---

² Such a scenario defies common sense as well because it follows inexorably that the executive officer
and his staff could not adjudicate an enforcement order they must necessarily prosecute.
³ Finding 19 does allude to Resolution No. 88-121, but No. 88-121 long predates (by 18 years) the
relevant amendments to the APA, as well as Sections 13267 and 13304 at issue here. Resolution No.
88-121, like Section 13223, must accordingly be construed in light of the subsequent procedural
changes wrought by the APA Bill of Rights and section 13228.14.
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C. Paragraph 6 of the Resolution is invalid for much the same reasons. Paragraph 6 improperly provides that "any investigation or cleanup and abatement orders issued by Mr. Pettit in this matter will be deemed final orders of the Regional Board and are subject to direct petition to the State Board pursuant to Water Code Section 13320." This provision runs directly afoul of Section 13228.14 for the reasons discussed above. Moreover, the Regional Board has no authority to enlarge the jurisdiction of the State Board under Section 13320 to hear otherwise non-final petitions for review, and it cannot create such jurisdiction by purporting to delegate a power it does not have.

D. Even if the foregoing points were not fatal to the adjudicatory hearing proposal set forth in the Resolution, and they are, the Regional Board has made no showing that Mr. Pettit is qualified or professionally competent to conduct an adjudicatory hearing governed by the APA as required by Sections 19144 and 21144 cited by the Resolution at Finding 21. Resolution, p. 21. The only finding as to qualifications is that Mr. Pettit served as the Executive Director of the State Board from 1990 to 2000. However, a review of State Board documents reveals that in that capacity Mr. Pettit did not have the authority to conduct any APA governed adjudicatory hearings, and there is nothing in the record to show that he has ever done so. Moreover, the Draft Amended CAO which Mr. Pettit has been proposed to adjudicate contains multiple, complex legal issues regarding so-called "successor corporate liability." With all due respect to Mr. Pettit, there is no finding that Mr. Pettit has the legal training and experience required to adjudicate such issues.

E. Contrary to proposed Finding 4 (Resolution, p. 1), Emhart and related entities named in the original December 2, 2005 CAO sought an order disqualifying the Regional Board from adjudicating the factual and legal issues it presents on the grounds that substantial documentary evidence (including numerous e-mails between the Executive Officer, Advocacy Team, and members of the Regional Board) establish that there is a clear appearance of bias and prejudice, if not actual bias and prejudice, by the Regional Board against Emhart and related parties named in that 2005 CAO. In other words, the
allegations of bias and prejudice are supported by substantial evidence which remains unrebutted. (The files in State Board Case Nos. A-1732(a) through A-1732(d) are incorporated herein by reference).

F. Contrary to proposed Finding 5 (Resolution, p. 2), the State Board declined to take up Emhart's petition for review in Nos. A-1732(a) through A-1732(d) only after the Executive Officer and the Regional Board advised the State Board that the Regional Board had cancelled the hearing on the December 2, 2005 CAO. The Regional Board's decision had the effect of avoiding the need for the State Board to examine the substantial evidence of bias and prejudice and related issues, and effectively mooted for the moment the disqualification issues presented by Emhart's petition for review. Given that there was no pending action by the Regional Board, there was no need for the State Board to make a hypothetical decision as to disqualification.

G. Contrary to proposed Finding 8 (Resolution, at p. 2), the "Emhart Entities" did not "subsequently reverse the position taken in their petitions" regarding the need for a State Board hearing in Nos. A-1732(a) through A-1732(d). Rather, given that the need for a hearing on either the request for disqualification of the Regional Board and adjudication of the December 2, 2005 CAO was mooted as a result of the Regional Board's decision not to hold a hearing on the 2005 CAO, there was no reason for further action by the State Board at that time.

H. Finding 14 (Resolution, at p. 3), which states that the members of the Regional Board adamantly and unequivocally deny that their actions have created a clear appearance of bias and prejudice, if not actual bias, is inappropriate for at least two reasons: First, it is improper for the members of the Board to make such an unsolicited finding with regard to the allegations of their own bias. If and when that issue becomes ripe for a decision, it is for the State Board to make that determination in the first instance upon Emhart's petition based on the evidence in the record. Second, the Regional Board proposes to make this finding without reviewing, considering and hearing the substantial
evidence now before the State Board as set forth in Emhart's petition which is being held in abeyance.

I. Paragraph 1 of the Conclusions (Resolution, 4) further improperly creates a conflict of interest and commingling of functions by proposing to delegate to the appointee both adjudicatory hearing and prosecution functions in violation of the APA.

J. Paragraph 9 of the Conclusions (Resolution, p. 5) improperly creates a potential appearance of bias which may disqualify Advocacy Team members from acting as prosecutors in this matter, because of their past involvement with the McLaughlin Pit and its closure. The McLaughlin Pit is a documented, existing major source of contamination at the 160-acre site in Rialto.

V. THE MANNER IN WHICH THE PETITIONER IS AGGRIEVED:

Petitioner is aggrieved for the reasons set forth in paragraphs IV above. If Petitioners are required to submit to the unauthorized, ad hoc adjudicatory and enforcement procedures proposed by the Resolution they will be forced to expend hundreds of thousands of dollars in defense costs only to have the proceedings overturned on later judicial review for the reasons identified in this Petition. It makes no sense to expend very substantial public and private resources in an exercise that is patently flawed at the outset.

VI. PETITIONER'S REQUESTED ACTION BY THE STATE BOARD:

Petitioner respectfully requests that the State Board provide a full and impartial evidentiary hearing on the adopted Resolution pursuant to the United States Constitution, the California Constitution, Water Code § 13320, 23 CCR § 648 et seq. and Government Code §§ 11400 et seq., after full opportunity for discovery, and to thereafter rescind the Resolution.

VII. STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES:

A. The Regional Board Is Not Authorized to Delegate its Adjudicatory Powers to its Executive Officer

Petitioners rely upon their points and authorities cited in Section IV above.
VIII. LIST OF INTERESTED PERSONS

A list of "interested persons" is attached to the Resolution attached hereto as Exhibit B.

IX. STATEMENT OF TRANSMITTAL OF PETITION TO THE REGIONAL BOARD:

A copy of this petition has been transmitted to the Executive Officer of the Regional Board on November 13, 2006.

X. STATEMENT THAT ISSUES RAISED WERE PRESENTED TO REGIONAL BOARD:

By letter dated October 9, 2006, Petitioners raised the substantive issues and objections contained in this Petition before the Regional Board. A copy of Petitioners' October 9, 2006 correspondence to the Regional Board is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C. In addition, Petitioners provided oral argument in opposition to the Resolution at the October 13, 2006 Regional Board meeting.

XI. REQUEST TO REGIONAL BOARD FOR PREPARATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD:

By copy of this petition to the Executive Officer of the Regional Board, Petitioner hereby requests the preparation of the administrative record herein.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dated: November 13, 2006

ALLEN MATKINS LECK GAMBLE
MALLORY & NATSIS LLP
ROBERT D. WYATT

By: [Signature]
ROBERT D. WYATT
Attorneys for Petitioners
California Regional Water Quality Control Board  
Santa Ana Region  

RESOLUTION NO. R8-2006-0079  

DIRECTING THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER TO DELEGATE CERTAIN AUTHORITIES TO AN INDEPENDENT HEARING OFFICER FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSIDERING THE ISSUANCE OF INVESTIGATION AND/OR CLEANUP AND ABATEMENT ORDERS AND CONDUCTING HEARINGS AS NECESSARY IN THE RIALTO 160-ACRE SITE PERCHLORATE INVESTIGATION AND REMEDIATION  

WHEREAS, THE REGIONAL BOARD FINDS:  

1. Since 2002, the Regional Board Staff has been conducting an extensive investigation of perchlorate discharges in the Rialto; Colton and Fontana vicinity;  

2. On February 28, 2005, the Regional Board Executive Officer issued a Cleanup and Abatement Order (CAO No. R8-2005-0053) naming Emhart Industries, Inc., and Black & Decker (U.S.), Inc., concerning perchlorate discharges at facilities located on a 160-acre site in Rialto ("Rialto 160-acre site") formerly operated by West Coast Loading Corporation, Goodrich Corporation and a number of pyrotechnics manufacturers. The Order was amended and reissued on December 2, 2005 but does not contain specific deadlines for investigative and remedial tasks. The amended order names Kwisket Locks, Inc., Emhart Industries, Inc., Kwisket Corporation, Black & Decker Inc. and Black & Decker (U.S.), Inc. (the "Emhart Entities");  

3. A formal separation of functions has been established in this matter with Executive Officer Gerard Thibeault, Assistant Executive Officer Kurt Berchtold and Regional Board Counsel Jorge Leon, among others ("Advocacy Staff"), preparing to advocate that the Regional Board itself ratify the Amended Cleanup and Abatement Order and establish deadlines for investigative and remedial tasks;  

4. The Emhart Entities filed petitions with the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board), objecting to a hearing before the Regional Board itself because of an alleged "bias" (State Water Board Case Nos. A-1732 through A-1732(d)) and requesting a hearing before the State Water Board;
5. The Regional Board and the Regional Board Advocacy Staff requested that the State Water Board take up the matter and conduct a hearing on the merits of the Amended Cleanup and Abatement Order, as requested by the Emhart Entities themselves (Thibeault letter of June 16, 2006, Attachment 1);

6. Upon initial refusal by the State Water Board to conduct the hearing, the Advocacy Staff requested that the State Water Board reconsider its decision (Thibeault letter of June 29, 2006, Attachment 2);

7. During the pendency of the petitions before the State Water Board, the Advocacy Staff investigated other options for holding a hearing in the matter of the Amended Cleanup and Abatement Order and has described those options to the State Water Board and the Emhart Entities (Thibeault letter of July 13, 2006, Attachment 3);

8. The Emhart Entities subsequently reversed the position taken in their petitions and advocated that the State Water Board not hold a hearing on the Amended Cleanup and Abatement Order. Moreover, they have asserted that none of the other options for a hearing described by the Advocacy Staff are acceptable and that they will not agree to any of the hearing options (Emhart Entities letter of August 2, 2006, Attachment 4);

9. The State Water Board on September 15, 2006 placed the Emhart Entities' petitions into abeyance (State Water Board letter of September 15, 2006, Attachment 5);

10. Inasmuch as Amended CAO No. R8-2005-0053 has not been revoked or rescinded by the Executive Officer or the Regional Board and the State Water Board will not act on the Emhart Entities petitions, the Order remains viable;

11. The Rialto Perchlorate Investigation and Remediation has been delayed and otherwise hindered by the lack of cleanup and abatement orders against the responsible parties;

12. It is in the best interest of the water purveyors, communities, and citizens affected by the perchlorate discharges that some resolution be achieved in assigning legal liability to the appropriate parties for the investigation and remediation of those discharges;

13. The Advocacy Staff has previously reported that, on the present state of evidence, it may propose issuing new orders to Goodrich Corporation and/or Pyro Spectaculars, Inc., or adding them to the current Emhart Entities order;
14. While adamantly and unequivocally denying that any of its members harbor any actual bias against any party in this matter, the Regional Board desires an expeditious resolution of the liability issues and a fair and impartial hearing process for those named and proposed to be named in cleanup and abatement orders;

15. Inasmuch as the Emhart Entities have challenged a hearing before the Regional Board and have refused to agree to a hearing by the Office of Administrative Hearings (Emhart Entities letter of August 2, 2006), and the State Water Board has declined to conduct the hearing, the Regional Board must consider remaining options for the conduct of any hearings that may be necessary in this matter;

16. The two options that remain available are: (a) appointment of a current Regional Board employee to act as an independent hearing officer in the place of the Executive Officer (who is precluded from so acting because of his advocacy role in this matter) and (b) appointment of an outside person to so serve;

17. The first option appears to be precluded by the provisions of Government Code Section 11400.30(a)(2);

18. The remaining option would allow the Regional Board to appoint a former state employee with experience in water quality issues to serve on a temporary basis for the limited purpose of considering any proposed investigation and/or cleanup and abatement orders in this matter;

19. The Executive Officer is authorized to conduct hearings and issue Investigation Orders and Cleanup and Abatement Orders (Resolution No. 88-121, Water Code Sections 13223, 13267, 13304);

20. The Executive Officer's powers may be exercised by a deputy (Water Code Section 7);

21. The Regional Board is authorized to employ a retired annuitant on a limited term basis to perform defined tasks (Government Code Sections 19144, 21224);

22. Ted Cobb, a member of the Regional Board Advisory Staff, has conducted a survey of several former top level State Board and regional board employees and a former Deputy Attorney General to determine their availability;

23. Mr. Walt Pettit, who served as the State Water Board’s Executive Director during the years 1990-2000, has expressed a willingness to serve as an independent hearing officer in place of the Executive Officer in this matter;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

1. Mr. Walt Pettit is hereby appointed and employed as a Deputy Executive Officer with the authority and power to conduct hearings, determine whether or not to issue investigation, cleanup and abatement, and water replacement orders, and to issue such orders, relating to the perchlorate discharges at the Rialto 160-acre site, including, but not limited to, determining whether additional or amended orders proposed by the Advocacy Staff should issue in this matter. During the term of this appointment, Mr. Pettit shall have the authority and power to conduct hearings, determine whether or not to issue any final investigation, cleanup and abatement, and water replacement orders, and to issue such orders, relating to the perchlorate discharges at the Rialto 160-acre site;

2. Mr. Pettit is authorized to exercise all authorities in this matter that would normally be available to the Executive Officer including the authorities contained in Water Code Section 13223, 13267 and Section 13304;

3. Mr. Pettit will be assisted by technical and legal staff that he selects, and Mr. Pettit shall have the authority and power to select such staff from the State Board. Such staff as he selects shall not have served in an advocacy capacity in the Rialto matter;

4. During their assignment to assist Mr. Pettit, technical and legal staff will not be supervised by the Executive Officer, the Assistant Executive Officer, or the Advocacy Staff Counsel or any other member of the Advocacy Staff;

5. Mr. Pettit is hereby requested to convene a prehearing conference and issue an order setting forth a hearing schedule, requirements related to separation of staff functions, ex parte communications, public participation, designation of parties and any other matters he deems appropriate;

6. Any investigation or cleanup and abatement orders issued by Mr. Pettit in this matter will be deemed final orders of the Regional Board and are subject to direct petition to the State Water Board pursuant to Water Code Section 13320;

7. In conducting the duties under this Resolution, Mr. Pettit shall not be subject to the authority, direction, or discretion of the Executive Officer or the members of this Regional Board;
8. The Executive Officer, the Assistant Executive Officer, and Counsel Jorge Leon, who is now with the State Water Board Office of Enforcement, are expected to continue to act in an advocacy capacity in this matter.

I, Gerard J. Thibeault, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of a Resolution adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana Region, on October 13, 2006.

[Signature]
Gerard J. Thibeault
Executive Officer
California Regional Water Quality Control Board  
Santa Ana Region

Amended Cleanup and Abatement Order No. R8-2005-0053  
For  
Goodrich Corporation,  
Pyro Spectaculars, Inc., and  

160-Acre Property Located in the City of Rialto,  
San Bernardino County

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana Region  
(hereinafter Regional Board), finds that:

1. The Goodrich Corporation, Pyro Spectaculars, Inc., Kwikset Locks, Inc., Emhart Industries, Inc., Kwikset Corporation, and Black & Decker Inc., (hereinafter Dischargers) have caused or permitted, are causing or permitting, or threaten to cause or permit waste, i.e., perchlorate and/or trichloroethylene (TCE), to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be, discharged into waters of the state from a 160-acre property (hereinafter Property) bounded approximately by Casa Grande Park Avenue on the north, Locust Avenue on the east, the extension of Alder Avenue on the west, and the extension of Summit Avenue on the south, in the City of Rialto, San Bernardino County, and have created, or threaten to create, a condition of pollution or nuisance.

2. Section 13304(a) of the California Water Code provides that:

"Any person...who has caused or permitted, causes or permits, or threatens to cause or permit any waste to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be, discharged into waters of the state and creates, or threatens to create, a condition of pollution or nuisance, shall upon order of the regional board clean up the waste or abate the effects of the waste, or, in the case of threatened pollution or nuisance, take other necessary remedial action, including but not limited to, overseeing cleanup and abatement efforts. A cleanup and abatement order issued by the state board or a regional board may require the provision of, or payment for, uninterrupted replacement water service, which may include wellhead treatment, to each affected water supplier or private well owner. Upon failure of any person to comply with the cleanup and abatement order, the Attorney General, at the request of the board, shall petition the superior court for that county for the issuance of an injunction requiring the person
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to comply with the order. In the suit, the court shall have jurisdiction to
grant a prohibitory or mandatory injunction, either preliminary or
permanent, as the facts may warrant.”

3. Section 13350(l) of the California Water Code defines “pollution” as the
alteration of the water quality to a degree that unreasonably affects either
beneficial uses or facilities that serve these beneficial uses.

4. Pursuant to Chapter 3 of the Water Quality Control Plan for the Santa Ana
Region, groundwater underlying and immediately downgradient of the
Property is within the Rialto Groundwater Management Zone. Based on
hydrogeologic studies that have been performed in the Rialto Groundwater
Management Zone and surrounding groundwater management zones by the
Regional Board, United States Geologic Survey and others, groundwater in
the Rialto Groundwater Management Zone is tributary to the Riverside – B
Groundwater Management Zone, and the southeastern-most portion of the
Chino North Groundwater Management Zone. The beneficial uses of these
groundwater management zones include municipal and domestic supply,
agricultural supply, industrial service supply and industrial process supply.

5. State Water Resources Control Board Resolution No. 92-49 describes
policies and procedures that apply to all investigations, and cleanup and
abatement activities, for all types of discharges subject to Section 13304 of
the California Water Code. The Resolution requires dischargers to “clean up
and abate the effects of discharges in a manner that promotes attainment of
either background water quality, or the best water quality which is reasonable
if background levels of water quality cannot be restored, considering all
demands being made and to be made on those waters and the total values
involved, beneficial and detrimental, economic and social, tangible and
intangible.”

6. TCE, a chlorinated solvent, is extremely persistent in the environment. TCE
is partially soluble; when spilled or released to bare ground, it moves through
underground soils, and can be mobilized by groundwater. TCE has
commonly been found as a contaminant in the soil and groundwater at
industrial sites, long after its use was discontinued. According to the Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), the National Toxicology
Program has determined that TCE is “reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen” and the International Agency for Research on Cancer has
determined that TCE is “probably carcinogenic to humans.” The California
Department of Health Services (DHS) has established a drinking water
maximum contaminant level (MCL) for TCE of 5 micrograms/liter (µg/l).

7. Perchlorate salts, including ammonium perchlorate, potassium perchlorate
and others, are highly soluble and dissociate in water to form perchlorate
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ions. According to medical studies, perchlorate can interfere with the function of the human thyroid. The California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) has established a public health goal of 6 μg/l for perchlorate. Based on this public health goal, the DHS has proposed a drinking water MCL for perchlorate of 6 μg/l. The current DHS notification level for perchlorate in drinking water is 6 μg/l.

8. The discharge of perchlorate and TCE, as described in this Order, creates, or threatens to create, a condition of pollution or nuisance, because it has interfered with, or threatens to interfere with, the use of water supplies for municipal and domestic beneficial uses.

9. In or about 1951, Kwikset Locks, Inc. (KLI), a manufacturer of household door locks, established a defense products division to obtain government contracts for the production of munitions. In February 1952, KLI formed the West Coast Loading Corporation (WCLC) to load and assemble munitions as a subcontractor to fulfill contracts obtained by KLI from the United States Government and the Department of Defense.

10. During 1952, WCLC (as a subsidiary of KLI) constructed a manufacturing plant on the Property. Prior to 1952, the Property was vacant land.

11. During the period from 1952 to 1957, WCLC used the Property for the manufacture of explosive cartridges, photoflash cartridges, flares, ground burst simulators, and other incendiary devices. WCLC manufactured many of these products under subcontract to KLI for use by the military, under KLI's contracts with the U.S. Government. WCLC also processed chemicals at the Property for use by other government contractors in the manufacture of solid rocket propellant. WCLC also processed chemicals for the manufacture of flares and other products containing perchlorate for non-defense purposes.

12. From 1952 (or earlier) to 1957, various chemicals were delivered, stored, and used for WCLC's manufacturing activities at the Property. The chemicals that were used, stored, and processed at WCLC during its occupancy of the Property included ammonium perchlorate, potassium perchlorate, potassium chlorate, aluminum, iron oxide, and various compounds of nitrate, lead, and barium, as well as TCE and other organic solvents.

13. WCLC's records indicate that very large amounts of perchlorate salts were handled at the facility. For example, a purchase order dated September 2, 1955, and delivery confirmations show that 47,000 pounds of potassium perchlorate were purchased from Western Electrochemical Co., Henderson, Nevada, and delivered to the Property for use by WCLC.
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14. As a further example, invoices and purchase orders, dated March 8, 1957, indicate that Grand Central Rocket Company received 43,250 pounds of ammonium perchlorate from WCLC after WCLC processed (i.e., dried) the ammonium perchlorate to a moisture content of 0.03% or less. The purchase orders state that Grand Central Rocket Company had supplied the material to WCLC. These business records for the work done under contract with Grand Central Rocket Company demonstrate that the handling, drying, and storage of very large amounts of perchlorate salts occurred at the WCLC facility. The stringent requirements for low moisture are specific to the requirements for use of ammonium perchlorate as an oxidizer in the manufacture of solid propellant. Grand Central Rocket Company was in the business of manufacturing solid rocket propellant for use in military weapons systems during 1957, concurrent with the date of the purchase orders and the WCLC invoices for the 43,250 pounds of ammonium perchlorate.

15. WCLC's records included "standard operating procedures" (SOPs) for processing potassium perchlorate for use in WCLC products. WCLC's SOPs for the drying of potassium perchlorate state that potassium perchlorate powder was moved from barrels to uncovered trays, and then screened to remove lumps. The open trays were then moved to an oven in a different building using a hand-truck. Sacks were then filled with potassium perchlorate and stored indoors after drying was complete.

16. WCLC documents and deposition testimony from former WCLC employees establish a multi-step process for the manufacture of photoflash cartridges, including drying, screening, and a second round of drying, weighing, mixing, and loading. Each of these steps involved the handling, processing and/or movement of potassium perchlorate in order to mix photoflash powder. The drying, screening, weighing, mixing, and loading all took place in different rooms. WCLC documents further reveal that approximately 4%, by weight, of the perchlorate used to make photoflash cartridges was expected to be lost during the manufacturing process. WCLC documents show that WCLC used more than 50,000 pounds of perchlorate for the manufacture of photoflash cartridges during the period from 1952 to 1957. Therefore, WCLC expected that 2,000 pounds of perchlorate would have been lost during the manufacturing process just for these cartridges at the site.

17. Some spillage would have occurred during the handling, drying, screening, weighing, mixing, loading, transporting, and storage of ammonium perchlorate and potassium perchlorate at WCLC. Also, given the very fine nature of the dried, screened perchlorate powder, it is reasonable to conclude that the process of transporting perchlorate from room to room and the physical movement of the perchlorate powder during the drying, screening, weighing, mixing, and loading processes would result in the mobilization of perchlorate.
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powder into the air, and subsequent deposition onto floors, walls, ceilings, and other surfaces.

18. This conclusion is supported by numerous pages throughout the SOPs and the "standard non-operating procedures" for chemical handling at the WCLC facility, which include requirements for sweeping up spilled powder, wiping spillage with wet rags, and wet-mopping of spills and powder deposited on various surfaces during processing. These written procedures include specific instructions for cleaning up spills of chemicals from tabletops, floors and sink areas, and disposing of soiled rags, towels, filters and cups into "slop crocks" that were stored in the WCLC work rooms and magazines ("igloos" or "bunkers"). The site janitor's job included sweeping the buildings, burning of scrap and explosive materials, and disposal of trash and metal cans at WCLC's on-site dump.

19. It is reasonable to conclude that the extensive written procedures were developed because spillage and surface accumulation of chemical products, including perchlorate salts, was expected to occur, and routinely did occur, during processing of those products at the WCLC facility. Testimony and WCLC documents reveal that the spillage and/or accumulation of perchlorate salts on equipment, walls, floors, and ceilings led to at least one significant explosion. Testimony of former employees of WCLC provided during depositions conducted beginning in 2004, and continuing to the present, verifies that, in the buildings that were used by WCLC for weighing, screening, drying, mixing and loading perchlorate salts, the equipment, floors, walls, and ceilings were washed with rags and water-wet mops to remove chemical dust at least 4 times per shift, as specified in the SOPs.

20. Deposition testimony of former WCLC employees also indicates that the mops used for cleaning the chemical residue were rinsed with water in buckets, and the contents of the buckets were dumped onto the bare ground outside of the buildings. Based on the use of perchlorate salts in these buildings, the water that was routinely dumped on the ground would have contained perchlorate. Further testimony from WCLC employees indicates that the metal trays that were used by WCLC employees for the screening and drying of perchlorate were taken outdoors to be cleaned. The residual perchlorate salts that remained on the trays were rinsed from the trays onto the bare ground, using a faucet and water hose.

21. Former WCLC employees have testified that during the period from 1952 to 1957, WCLC stored and disposed of chemical-soiled rags, cans, and other wastes at the site, as directed by WCLC's written procedures. This testimony is also supported by WCLC's records, as well as staff's collective knowledge and experience in the oversight of investigation and cleanup activities at numerous industrial sites throughout the Santa Ana Region where chemicals,
including perchlorate salts and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as TCE, were used during the 1950s and 1960s. Standard industrial practices at such facilities in the 1950s and 1960s typically resulted in some spillage and on-site disposal of chemical products. Deposition testimony from former WCLC employees indicates that WCLC operated an on-site laundry, used for the washing of the soiled rags. Since the Property was not sewered, any disposal of chemicals to sinks, drains, and floor drains would have entered on-site septic systems and gone to groundwater. The laundry drain apparently discharged directly onto the bare ground.

22. According to WCLC’s “Safety Regulations for Handling Azides, Styphnates, and Similar Explosives,” (dated January 3, 1954 and approved by WCLC’s Executive Vice-President and General Manager, Gerald D. Linke), the used sponges and cleaning rags, cleaning water and other waste liquids generated from operations, including mixing photoflash powder containing perchlorate, were to be “taken to the disposal pit south of the plant site and drained into the ground.”

23. In addition to the explosives and incendiary devices that were manufactured and the large amounts of perchlorate salts that were stored and handled at the site, WCLC owned “igloos” on adjacent land located southwest of the 160-acre property. WCLC leased space in the igloos to other parties, and also reserved space in the igloos for shared use by WCLC, expressly for the storage of explosives. Many explosives are known to contain perchlorate salts, so it is reasonable to conclude that perchlorate salts were stored in the igloos by WCLC.

24. Deposition testimony of former WCLC employees indicates that drums of organic solvents, including TCE, were stored at various locations at WCLC during its period of operation. When the solvent was needed, a drum of the liquid was placed horizontally onto a metal or wooden “cradle”, and the liquid was then dispensed through a spigot. Former WCLC employees have testified that, when solvent was being dispensed from the drums, it was common for some amount of solvent to drip or flow from the spigot into a metal can on the floor below the spigot. When the can became full, employees would take the can and “toss it out the back door” onto the bare ground.

25. Former WCLC employees have also testified that rags soaked in TCE were used to clean by hand at least one of the chemical mixers at WCLC. The rags were dipped into a bucket of TCE, and excess solvent was squeezed out of the rags periodically throughout the workday. According to deposition testimony, employees took the solvent-soaked rags outside of the mixer building to wring excess TCE from the rags onto the bare ground. Eyewitness testimony from at least one former WCLC employee describes
the disposal of empty solvent drums. The drums were disposed of on-site at WCLC by crushing them with heavy equipment, digging large holes in the ground and then burying the drums. It is reasonable to conclude that some residue of the solvent would have been in the drums, and that this residual solvent may have leaked onto the ground, and discharged or threatened to discharge into the groundwater below.

26. The following findings describe the corporate history of WCLC, and explain the legal liability of KLI, Emhart Industries, Inc. (EI), Kwikset Corporation and Black & Decker Inc. (BDI) for WCLC's discharges to waters of the state. Various legal theories apply to each named party supporting the conclusion that each is responsible for WCLC's discharges. These theories include express merger, de facto merger, express assumption of liability, and continuation of the name and product line. An Order against any or all of these entities is timely.

a. In February 1952, KLI formed WCLC as a subsidiary to conduct work at the Rialto location. On February 28, 1957, the Board of Directors of the American Hardware Corporation (“AHC”), a Connecticut corporation, approved a tender offer whereby AHC would acquire KLI through an exchange of AHC stock for KLI stock. As part of its negotiations, AHC anticipated liquidating KLI, acquiring all of KLI's assets and liabilities, and operating KLI's business as a division of AHC. Prior to the acquisition, AHC executives toured the WCLC facility in Rialto and WCLC's documents were available for inspection. On May 1, 1957, AHC sent a letter to KLI shareholders inviting them to exchange their KLI stock for AHC stock. AHC declared the exchange offer successful on July 1, 1957 with nearly 100% of the stock exchanged. On that same day, AHC sent a letter to new AHC stockholders informing them that KLI would be operated temporarily as a corporate subsidiary, but would eventually be dissolved and operated as a manufacturing and sales division of AHC.

b. On or about July 3, 1957, contemporaneous with the exchange offer described above, WCLC merged into KLI. According to a July 1, 1957 KLI Board of Directors resolution, quoted in KLI's Certificate of Ownership filed with the State of California, KLI assumed "all the liabilities and obligations" of WCLC, and "shall be liable therefore in the same manner as if it had itself incurred such liabilities and obligations." Pursuant to the merger of KLI and WCLC, KLI also took title to the 160 acres from WCLC on July 1, 1957.

c. The acquisition of KLI and its subsidiaries, including WCLC, by AHC was in fact and in law, a merger. While numerous documents regarding these transactions have been produced, a June 1957 agreement between AHC and KLI entitled the "Form and Assumption Agreement" and the KLI "Plan
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of Dissolution” (both referred to in corporate minutes) have not been produced by the named parties. While these documents would likely shed additional light on the precise nature of the acquisition of KLI by AHC, other contemporaneous documents, the testimony of surviving former KLI directors, and the conduct of corporate successors to AHC in honoring KLI liabilities make clear that the transfer from KLI to AHC was a merger. The facts also establish that AHC expressly assumed by contract all of KLI’s and WCLC’s liabilities, known and unknown, contingent and non-contingent, for discharges at the 160-acre parcel.

d. On July 19, 1957, KLI sold the 160-acre Rialto property to the B.F. Goodrich Company. KLI ceased its manufacturing activities in Rialto, but continued operating as a “division” of AHC, doing business in Anaheim, California, producing Kwikset’s well-known product line of household door locks.

e. On or about April 11, 1958, AHC’s Board of Directors declared that KLI should be dissolved, and KLI’s Board of Directors adopted a plan of dissolution whereby all KLI assets would be transferred to AHC. AHC, the sole shareholder of KLI, commenced the dissolution of KLI on or about May 28, 1958.

f. The nature of the AHC purchase of KLI is discussed in the “Minutes of Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors, The American Hardware Corporation,” dated June 5, 1958. During that meeting, the Directors took action related to the purchase of KLI. One action was to approve modification of a loan to secure the purchase of KLI. Another action taken by the Directors related to the dissolution of KLI. The minutes state, in part:

“WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of KWIKSET LOCKS, INC. ADOPTED A Plan of Dissolution to be effected by the distribution and transfer of all of the assets and business to this corporation as the owner and holder of all of the issued and outstanding shares of capital stock upon the condition that this corporation expressly assume and guarantee in good faith to pay all debts, liabilities and obligations of KWIKSET LOCKS, INC. in existence on the date of such distribution and transfer of its assets and business, contingent or otherwise known or unknown...

***

“NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the President or any Vice President, and the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of this corporation, be and they are hereby
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authorized and directed in the name of and on behalf of this
corporation (a) to execute and deliver to WIKSET LOCKS,
INC., an appropriate form of assumption agreement
expressly assuming all obligations and liabilities of
WIKSET LOCKS, INC., as aforesaid..."

The AHC Directors minutes make clear that AHC expressly intended to
assume responsibility for the obligations – known and unknown – of KLI.
This transaction results in AHC’s liability for KLI’s, and, by extension,
WCLC’s liabilities. That liability was then transferred forward to the other
named entities by the series of corporate transactions that are described
below.

g. In or about June 1958, KLI’s Board of Directors executed and filed a
“Certificate and Winding Up and Dissolution of Kwikset Locks, Inc., a
California Corporation.” This Certificate declares that KLI’s Board of
Directors declared that all of the liabilities of KLI had been provided for by
AHC’s assumption of “all debts and liabilities of said corporation remaining
unpaid as of June 30, 1958.”

h. On June 30, 1958, KLI was dissolved and a liquidating distribution of KLI’s
assets was made to its sole shareholder, AHC. AHC thereafter continued
producing the Kwikset product line at the former KLI Anaheim facility. In
the 1958 AHC Annual Report, Evan J. Parker, then-President of AHC,
stated, “In order to simplify the corporate structure, Kwikset Locks, Inc. (a
wholly-owned subsidiary) was dissolved as of June 30, 1958, and all of its
assets and liabilities transferred to the parent company. The
manufacturing operations formerly conducted by Kwikset were continued
as the Kwikset division.”

i. Multiple documents from 1958 or shortly thereafter, submitted under
penalty of perjury to the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
and the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), confirm that all of KLI’s assets
and liabilities were transferred to AHC. For example, IRS Form 7004,
“Application for Automatic Extension of Time,” was submitted to the IRS
on behalf of KLI by C. K. Nelson, Assistant Treasurer, on September 15,
1958. This document contains KLI’s stated reason for the requested
extension: **The corporation was merged with another corporation** as
of June 30, 1958.” (emphasis added).

j. Another contemporaneous tax form, IRS Form 843, “Claim,” dated
November 28, 1961, was submitted on behalf of “KLI, Transferor” and
“American Hardware Corporation, Transferor.” In Schedule A, the
following statement is contained in the second paragraph:
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“Kwikset Locks, Incorporated was substantially a wholly-owned subsidiary of American Hardware Corporation as of January 1, 1958. On June 30, 1958, Kwikset Locks, Inc. was dissolved. All the assets and liabilities were transferred to the parent corporation, and operations were continued as Kwikset Division of the American Hardware Corporation.” (emphasis added).

These documents indicate that AHC realized certain tax benefits from KLI, took advantage of tax losses of KLI for the years 1952-1957, and accounted for depreciation of KLI equipment on AHC tax returns.

k. The conduct of AHC after the dissolution of KLI is further evidence that AHC assumed all of KLI’s liabilities. AHC honored KLI’s lockset return policy for the replacement of broken or defective locksets, regardless of when the locksets were purchased. Because it was unknown how many locksets purchased prior to June 30, 1958 would be returned after that date, the potential liability was an unknown future liability.

l. AHC also continued the Kwikset Employee Pension Trust after the dissolution of KLI. Because it was unknown what future contributions would be required to maintain the Pension Trust, it is an unknown, contingent liability assumed by AHC. Ell continued the Kwikset Employee Pension Plan, and credited qualified retirees their employment history, even prior to 1958.

m. AHC merged with Emhart Manufacturing Company, a Delaware Corporation, on June 29, 1964. The surviving corporation in the merger was AHC, under a new corporate name, “Emhart Corporation,” as of June 30, 1964.


o. A company called Kwikset Corporation was incorporated in California in 1985 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ell, and was capitalized using the net assets of the Kwikset Division of Ell. Kwikset Corporation of California later merged with a company called Kwikset Corporation (a Delaware Corporation). The latter is the surviving corporation and is the subject of this Order. Kwikset Corporation (a Delaware Corporation) thus retains the name, product line, and assets of the former KLI and Kwikset Division (of AHC and later of Ell). Moreover, Kwikset Corporation is the entity that has custody and possession of historical documents of WCLC, KLI, and AHC.
p. EII was acquired by Black & Decker Inc., a subsidiary of the Black &
Decker Corporation, in 1989. EII is in the process of winding up its
business and affairs, having filed a Certificate of Dissolution in the State of
Connecticut in 2002. Documents related to the acquisition of EII by BDI,
and of EII's 2002 dissolution, were produced in this matter. As part of
EII's dissolution, BDI became EII's sole shareholder. EII made liquidating
distributions to BDI in an estimated amount of $716 million in 2002. As
the sole shareholder receiving liquidating distributions upon EII's
dissolution, BDI is statutorily responsible for orders brought and enforced
against EII.

q. AHC's purchase of KLI was more than a mere stock purchase and
assumption of known liabilities, as EII has claimed. It constitutes a
complete merger. A merger, unlike a purchase, results in the assumption
of the liabilities and assets of the merged corporation by the surviving
corporation. The documents contemporaneously prepared at or around
the time of the 1957 AHC acquisition, demonstrate that KLI and AHC
understood and believed the 1957 purchase of KLI to be a "merger," with
the result that AHC assumed all of KLI's liabilities both known and
unknown. In addition, a Kwikset Corporation publication, entitled "Kwikset
A Black & Decker Company Employee Handbook," contains the following
quotation:

"In 1957, Kwikset Locks, Inc. merged with the American
Hardware Corporation of New Britain, Connecticut and
subsequently became known as the Kwikset Division."

Moreover, the Black & Decker website, as it appeared in 2002,
indicated under "Company History" that KLI was merged into AHC.
Notably, during the investigation of this matter in 2002, and shortly
after this fact was pointed out to Kwikset's and EII's
representatives, the website was changed to remove this
statement.

r. BDI, by virtue of its status as parent corporation of EII and having
received the stock of EII upon dissolution, is a legal successor to
EII's and WCLC's liabilities under this order. At the time of EII's
dissolution, BDI held itself out as a guarantor of the liabilities of EII.
On that basis, BDI, is, by extension, a successor of WCLC.

27. In 1957, the B.F. Goodrich Company (now the Goodrich Corporation,
hereinafter Goodrich) purchased the Property from Kwikset Locks, Inc. When
Goodrich purchased the Property, the Property consisted of a number of
buildings and other structures that were constructed by WCLC.
28. Goodrich operated a propellant research and rocket production facility at the Property. Records indicate that Goodrich transferred some staff from its solid propellant research and development operations in Brecksville, Ohio to this facility. Goodrich also hired additional staff from other geographic areas, including California, to fill positions needed for propellant research and rocket production at the facility.

29. During its occupancy of the Property, from 1957 to 1964, Goodrich manufactured rockets for the United States military. Goodrich's contracts for rocket motor production at this facility included at least five sounding rockets for the U.S. Navy: LOKI I and LOKI IIA (Mark 32 Mod O rocket motor); the Sidewinder 1C (Mark 31 Mod O rocket motor); ASP 1; and ASP 4. Some propellant research projects and small scale production of other rocket motors were also carried out at the site, under contract with the U.S. Government, including research on the Atmos rocket (Mod 24) and the test motor for the jet assisted take off (JATO-TM-6) rocket. Other small-scale testing operations at the site included the TM-2 and the TM-5 test motors.

30. As part of the development, testing and production of solid rocket propellant and rocket motors, Goodrich used various chemicals at the Property, including TCE and ammonium perchlorate.

31. Ammonium perchlorate is a salt that is used as an oxidizer in solid propellant. Ammonium perchlorate was the oxidizer used for rocket motors manufactured by Goodrich at the Property, with only a few minor exceptions. TCE is an organic solvent, commonly used as a degreaser, and for cleaning and removing residue from stainless steel fixtures, motors and parts.

32. Records indicate that ammonium perchlorate was received by Goodrich in bulk form at the Property, and was dried and ground at the Property, before it was mixed with a polymer fuel-binder in a separate building at the Property.

33. Available evidence, including Goodrich documents and the testimony of former Goodrich employees who worked at this facility between 1957 and 1964, establishes the following facts:

a. Three buildings with mixers, as well as a larger, separately housed 150 gallon mixer, were used at the Property for preparing batches of propellant, which contained ammonium perchlorate. For each batch of propellant, the oxidizer was blended with the polymer fuel binder (for example, Hycar butadiene polymer was used in the Sidewinder propellant and polyurethane was used in the propellant for the Atmos Model 24). The entire propellant mixture, which contained oxidizer, was then removed from the mixer and poured into the rocket motor casings. The rocket
motors were then cured for specific time periods. A percentage of the completed rocket motors were tested by Goodrich on-site, in a static test bay.

b. The mixing bowls and apparatus for each mixer were thoroughly cleaned before preparing and mixing the next batch of propellant. It was common practice for this process to occur several times a day. The cleaning process included a washout of the mixing bowls, as well as all the mixer apparatus and any reusable metal parts, using TCE to remove any residue. The washout waste was disposed of in Goodrich’s on-site burn pits. Small quantities of the washout waste were also disposed of directly to the bare ground outside of the mixer buildings. This washout waste included ammonium perchlorate and TCE.

c. Sixty to 90 pounds of solid propellant were used in each JATO test rocket. The ammonium perchlorate, which was the oxidizer, made up approximately 70% by weight of this propellant, thus totaling 42 to 63 pounds of ammonium perchlorate for each JATO test motor. The number of JATO rockets that were produced at the Property is not known. Approximately 12 JATO motors were tested at the site by Goodrich, with at least 2 failing tests occurring in the test bay. Failure of any rocket motor required cleanup of the residual (unburned) scrap propellant and disposal of the waste into Goodrich’s on-site burn pit. This waste would have included ammonium perchlorate.

d. Each LOKI IIA rocket motor contained 20 to 50 pounds of propellant. The ammonium perchlorate made up approximately 70% by weight of this propellant, thus 14 to 35 pounds of ammonium perchlorate for each rocket motor. A technical paper dated December 5, 1961, presented by Goodrich Rialto staff at a technical conference, indicates that Goodrich began the development and manufacturing of the LOKI IIA motor in 1958. Approximately 1,000 LOKI IIA rockets were produced at the Rialto facility between early 1959 and December 1961. Therefore, between 14,000 to 35,000 pounds of ammonium perchlorate were used in these LOKI IIA rockets at the site. Sixty-three of the LOKI IIA motors were static tested at the Rialto site between 1958 and 1961. Two rocket motor malfunctions were recorded, one of which resulted in rupture of the rocket motor casing in the on-site test bay. An additional 12 LOKI IIA test motors were fired from a previous Goodrich Rialto production batch, with a single test motor failure in the test bay. Unburned scrap propellant was disposed of in Goodrich’s on-site burn pit.

e. One hundred to 200 pounds of propellant were used in each of the ASP 4 rockets produced by Goodrich at the Property. Ammonium perchlorate made up approximately 70% by weight of this propellant, thus 70 to 140 pounds of ammonium perchlorate were used in each ASP 4 rocket motor.
f. The ASP 1 rocket was a precursor of the ASP 4 rocket, and was larger than the ASP 4 rocket. At least one former Goodrich Rialto employee stated that each ASP 1 rocket contained "several hundred pounds of propellant" which is consistent with the ASP 1 being larger than the ASP 4. Propellant used in the ASP 1 was 70% by weight ammonium perchlorate. The quantity of ASP 1 and ASP 4 rockets produced and tested at the Property is not known, but at least one extremely large (2,000 pounds total weight) ASP rocket was tested in the static test bay at the Goodrich facility.

g. The Atmos rocket contained approximately 50 pounds of propellant, with 70% by weight ammonium perchlorate. Thus, there were 35 pounds of ammonium perchlorate in each Atmos rocket. At least two Atmos motors, containing a minimum total of 70 pounds of ammonium perchlorate, were made and tested at the Property. Each TM-2 and TM-5 test motor contained approximately 15 to 20 pounds of propellant, thus 10.5 to 14 pounds of ammonium perchlorate were used in each TM-2 and TM-5 test motor. Total production quantity estimates at the Property are not available for the Atmos and the test motors.

h. The propellant for the Sidewinder missile also contained ammonium perchlorate as the oxidizer. Based upon the dimensions available in photographs and diagrams of the Sidewinder missile, the calculated mass of propellant was 64 pounds per missile.

Therefore, at approximately 70% by weight, there were approximately 45 pounds of ammonium perchlorate in each Sidewinder missile. At least 500 Sidewinder missiles were contracted for production at the site, thus requiring at least 22,500 pounds of ammonium perchlorate in these missiles.

i. Goodrich's procedure for loading rocket motors involved overfilling each rocket motor with propellant. This procedure allowed for the necessary volume of propellant to remain in the motor casing after shrinkage, which generally occurred during the curing process. The excess propellant was trimmed from every rocket. In deposition testimony, a former Goodrich employee estimated that 5% of the total propellant for each Sidewinder missile was discarded as scrap as a result of the overfilling process.

Based on the 22,500 pounds of ammonium perchlorate in the 500 Sidewinder missiles, there were at least 1,125 pounds of ammonium perchlorate that were disposed of as scrap at the Property during the production of the 500 Sidewinder missiles. Because all rocket motors were overfilled, not just Sidewinders, it is reasonable to conclude that 5% of the propellant for the other rockets manufactured by Goodrich at the Property was similarly trimmed as scrap. Accordingly, applying this 5% estimate to the total propellant for the LOKI IIA, an estimated 700 to 1,750 pounds of
ammonium perchlorate would have been discarded at the site during production of the 1,000 LOKI IIA rockets. Scrap propellant trimmed from Goodrich's various rocket motors was stored for various periods of time in five-gallon neoprene buckets in at least two open areas outside Goodrich's assembly buildings.

j. All of Goodrich's production waste was disposed of in Goodrich's burn pits located on the Property. For example, it was common practice to dispose of scrap materials (also known as "pipe") that were trimmed from the solid propellant, consisting of ammonium perchlorate, polymer binder, aluminum and other chemicals, into two or more unlined earthen pits located on the Property. Other chemical waste, in the form of a slurry of propellant mixed with solvent (specifically TCE and methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)), was placed into the pits to be burned. Some of the waste was in 40-gallon drums. Burns usually occurred at least once a week and sometimes three to four times per week. The ammonium perchlorate and TCE dumped into the pit was sometimes left for two or more days before it was ignited and burned. Water was routed to at least one of the pits by way of a pipe buried in the ground, with a nozzle in the pit. The water was routinely utilized to extinguish burning material. Residual smoldering materials were left in the pits to burn out. Ash and residue were left in the open pits, exposed to precipitation. Because the pits were earthen and open to the elements, rain that fell into these pits would necessarily mix with the chemical residue and infiltrate into the gravelly soils and to the groundwater table.

k. Approximately 100 Sidewinder missiles were rejected after production at the Property, owing to defects (cracks) that developed in the solid propellant after it was cured inside of the motor casing. At 64 pounds of propellant per Sidewinder missile, the total scrap propellant from this operation was approximately 6,400 pounds, with 70 percent by weight ammonium perchlorate. Thus, there were at least 4,500 pounds of ammonium perchlorate as waste from the rejected motors. Goodrich employees salvaged the 100 motor casings by removing the solid propellant, using high pressure jets of water and then TCE. This salvage operation was conducted under an open sided breezeway with a metal awning. The waste propellant from this operation was disposed of into one of the on-site burn pits.

I. After removal of the waste propellant from the rejected Sidewinder missiles, numerous particles of the waste were observed to be scattered and embedded into the walkways between Goodrich's production buildings. The material was later removed from the walkways, in order to prevent an explosive hazard, and taken to the burn pits for disposal.
m. An estimated 10 rockets or missiles were tested daily at the Goodrich static test bay, with an estimated malfunction of one rocket or missile per week. Misfired or malfunctioning devices were typically salvaged so that the motor casing could be re-used. Defective rockets that self-extinguished would contain propellant that was later removed. Residue from the burn tests was routinely swept up from the test bay, and taken to one of the burn pits along with the leftover propellant. On some occasions, the residue and unburned propellant were rinsed from the concrete test bay with a water hose, onto the bare ground.

34. After Goodrich vacated the Property in 1964, the Property was divided into numerous separate parcels at different times, with multiple landowners. Since 1964, several tenants involved in pyrotechnics (fireworks) have occupied portions of the site. Most of the tenants that operated pyrotechnic facilities on the Property no longer exist or are no longer viable companies, and there are no known successors that have any responsibility for many of those former operations.

35. In 1979, Pyro Spectaculars, Inc., (hereinafter Pyro Spectaculars) was formed as a California Corporation. Pyro Spectaculars established operations in 1979 on three contiguous parcels, consisting of approximately 47 acres within the Property. The 47 acres on which Pyro Spectaculars operated was in the northwest half of the southwest quarter of Section 21, Township 1 North, Range 5 West, San Bernardino Baseline and Meridian in the County of San Bernardino, State of California (the site). The current lessor and property owner of the site is Mr. Wong Chun Ming of Hong Kong, China.

36. Since 1979, Pyro Spectaculars’ operations at the site have included importing pre-manufactured components for various fireworks, assembling fireworks displays, assembling fireworks assortment packages, storing and testing fireworks, and the storage and disposal of waste. Pyro Spectaculars continues many of these same activities at the site today.

37. Historical records of Pyro Spectaculars’ product inventory indicate that many different fireworks product were stored, tested and disposed of at the Property by Pyro Spectaculars. Potassium perchlorate is known to be used as an oxidizer in fireworks. Further evidence (see Finding 40, below) clearly indicates that fireworks products and waste materials from Pyro Spectaculars’ operations contained potassium perchlorate.

38. Records also indicate that there were several major fires and explosions at the site, as well as numerous minor fire incidents, during the time that Pyro Spectaculars was operating at the site. Water was used for fire suppression during many of these incidents. The water would have extinguished the flames and prevented further combustion of the flammable materials, while
also mobilizing the remaining perchlorate salts in the flammable materials, thus moving the salts into the soil and toward the groundwater table.

39. Prior to 1971, it was the practice among the various pyrotechnic companies that conducted business at, and adjacent to, the Property to utilize several earthen pits for the disposal of unusable, defective and excess fireworks, chemicals and other waste (hereinafter collectively referred to as pyrotechnic waste). The pyrotechnic waste was taken to the earthen pits, which were located south-southwest of what would become Pyro Spectaculars' 47-acre site, and burned.

40. Although the practice of "open burning" of pyrotechnic waste in North Rialto was restricted after 1971, Rialto Fire Department records indicate that, due to the hazards involved with long-term storage of pyrotechnic waste at the various facilities that operated on and adjacent to the Property, some burning of pyrotechnic waste in North Rialto was permitted to continue. Records indicate that Pyro Spectaculars burned its pyrotechnic waste in a burn pit in 1987. Permits were also issued to Pyro Spectaculars in 1988 for burning of 400 to 700 pounds of pyrotechnic waste at their Locust Avenue address in Rialto. According to the permits, burning was approved for various two to four week intervals throughout the year. A permit was also issued to Pyro Spectaculars in 1999 for burning 500 pounds of pyrotechnic waste over a one-month period.

41. Records from the Rialto Fire Department indicate that numerous brushfires and small explosions in and adjacent to the burn pits and fireworks testing areas occurred throughout the history of Pyro Spectaculars' operations at the site, sometimes requiring the use of water for fire-suppression, and thus mobilizing perchlorate salts in the remaining, unburned and ash materials. There were fires and explosions both on-site and off-site, some of which occurred as a result of Pyro Spectaculars' activities.

42. Based upon staff's review of numerous aerial photographs showing the site and adjacent properties, it appears that the earthen burn pits located south-southwest of Pyro Spectaculars' 47-acre leased site were not backfilled until approximately 1987. The pits appear to have been used for disposal, and possibly for burning of waste, as late as 1986. It is reasonable to assume that, like the other pyrotechnic companies that operated on the Property, Pyro Spectaculars likely used these earthen burn pits beginning when Pyro Spectaculars began operating at the Property in 1979 until 1986 when the pits were backfilled. The waste placed in the burn pits by Pyro Spectaculars would have contained perchlorate.

43. In 1971, as an alternative to the open burning of waste, the Apollo Manufacturing Company (a division of Pyrotronics Corporation) built a
concrete-lined, rectangular shaped disposal pit, approximately 20 feet wide, 25 feet long and 4 feet deep, located on property south of what would become Pyro Spectaculars' 47-acre site. The concrete-lined pit, which later came to be known as the McLaughlin Pit, was used from 1971 to 1987 by Apollo and other local fireworks companies, including Pyro Spectaculars, as a disposal pit for pyrotechnic waste. The waste would have contained perchlorate.

44. Records from the period of 1979 to 1986 indicate that Pyro Spectaculars typically placed some of its pyrotechnic waste, including "dud" fireworks that contained perchlorate salts, into the McLaughlin Pit. Water was added to the waste, which was kept submerged to eliminate the potential for explosion or ignition; this pyrotechnic waste remained submerged in the McLaughlin Pit for extended periods of time. Correspondence dated January 17, 1984 from Pyro Spectaculars' Plant Manager describes the pyrotechnic component of the various aerial shells that Pyro Spectaculars disposed of as hazardous waste into the McLaughlin Pit. The January 17, 1984 letter clearly states that Pyro Spectaculars' waste contained potassium perchlorate. Perchlorate salts are highly soluble and dissociate in water to form perchlorate ions. Therefore, the standing water in the McLaughlin Pit would have contained perchlorate.

45. There are records of two separate occasions when pyrotechnic waste remained in the McLaughlin Pit for about three months at a time. There is also information indicating that, in one instance, 3.9 tons of accumulated pyrotechnic waste was dredged from the McLaughlin Pit. In 1985, 2,000 pounds of "waste from the manufacture of explosives" was taken from the pit. Some of this waste was from Pyro Spectaculars. These wastes would have included perchlorate salts.

46. The McLaughlin Pit overflowed on several occasions during rainy weather, and the wastewater flowed over the concrete sidewalls onto the adjacent bare ground. It is reasonable to assume that this wastewater percolated into the highly permeable gravelly soil adjacent to the McLaughlin Pit, allowing perchlorate to infiltrate in the soil and migrate to groundwater.

47. In September 1987, waste remaining in the McLaughlin Pit was burned; the pit was then backfilled with soil, compacted, and permanently closed. Soon thereafter, the area where the McLaughlin Pit was located was graded, and an extensive concrete slab was poured for use as a foundation for structures and concrete pipe storage by the new owner of that property.

48. Pyro Spectaculars' hazardous waste disposal reports show that, in a two-day period in April 1988, 135 pounds of pyrotechnic waste were logged for disposal as hazardous waste. During the same week in early April 1988, Pyro Spectaculars' obtained a two-week permit from the Rialto Fire
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Department to burn an estimated 700 pounds of pyrotechnic waste on-site; thus, some or all of the material that was logged as hazardous waste in April 1988 may have been burned at the site. Over a 17-day period in November-December 1988, 756 pounds of pyrotechnic hazardous waste were logged by Pyro Spectaculars for disposal. There are no records of burn permits for Pyro Spectaculars for this 17-day period. It is reasonable to assume that this and similar volumes of waste would previously have been burned in the earthen pits or on open ground, or placed periodically into the McLaughlin Pit.

49. In addition, Rialto Fire Department records indicate that, as recently as 1996, Pyro Spectaculars continued the practice of burning some of its pyrotechnic waste at their 47-acre site. As mentioned in Finding 40, above, Pyro Spectaculars also obtained a permit to burn pyrotechnic waste at the Property in 1999. Since there was no longer a lined pit in North Rialto, it is reasonable to assume that the burning took place either in an existing earthen burn pit, or on open ground at or near the Property.

50. Environmental assessment activities at and in the vicinity of the Property began in 2003, and have included soil investigations (boring and trench excavations), soil gas investigations, and installation and sampling of groundwater monitoring wells. These field activities have been carried out by Goodrich, Ell, Pyro Spectaculars and other occupants of the Property, continuing through late 2006.

a. In January 2003, the Regional Board entered into an Interim Agreement with Goodrich. The agreement stated that the Board would not initiate any enforcement action against Goodrich during the two-year period specified in a separate agreement between the water purveyors and Goodrich (which expired on December 31, 2004), provided that Goodrich supplied funding to local water purveyors for wellhead treatment.

b. In 2003, the U.S. EPA issued an Administrative Order to Goodrich and Ell, requiring investigation of the Property. Ell did not initially comply with the U.S. EPA Order; Goodrich initially responded to the EPA's Order by performing a soil and soil gas investigation at various areas of the Property.

c. In 2004, in response to the Administrative Order, Ell conducted a limited shallow soil and soil gas investigation at the Property.

d. In 2004, in response to the Administrative Order, Goodrich installed four monitoring wells (PW-1, 2, 3 and 4); three immediately upgradient and downgradient of the Property along the Property boundaries, and one within the Property.
e. In 2004, Pyro Spectaculars conducted a limited shallow soil investigation of selected areas of the Property.

f. In 2005, the Regional Board adopted a Remedial Investigation Order by Consent for Goodrich. In accordance with the Remedial Investigation Order by Consent, Goodrich conducted an off-site groundwater investigation. The groundwater investigation consisted of the installation and sampling of five deep groundwater monitoring wells, located along the expected path of the perchlorate and TCE plume, downgradient of the Property.

g. In 2006, EII, in partial response to a cleanup and abatement order issued by the Executive Officer, and Pyro Spectaculars, in response to a Section 13267 investigation order issued by the Executive Officer, conducted an on-site soil and groundwater investigation at the Property. The soil investigation included shallow soil borings, trench excavations and limited deep soil borings. The groundwater investigation included installation and sampling of five groundwater monitoring wells within the Property.

5. Results from analysis of soil samples that were obtained during trench excavations and drilling of wells and boreholes indicate that perchlorate is present in the soil at several areas within the northern portion (former manufacturing area) of the Property, as well as in several areas linked to the former disposal and burning pits in the southern portion of the Property.

a. Soil investigations in the northern portion of the Property found that perchlorate was present in the shallow soil (less than 25 feet below ground surface (bgs) at various locations:

i) Perchlorate was present at concentrations up to 7,400 micrograms/kilogram (µg/kg) at two buildings (#1 and #10) formerly used by WCLC/EII and Goodrich.

ii) Perchlorate was present at concentrations up to 57 µg/kg at the locations of other buildings that were formerly used by WCLC/EII and Goodrich.

iii) Perchlorate was present at a maximum concentration of 58 µg/kg at the locations of former perchlorate screening/drying areas, which were locations formerly used by WCLC/EII and Goodrich.

iv) Perchlorate was present at a maximum concentration of 60 µg/kg at the location of a former 150-gallon mixer, a location formerly used by Goodrich and various pyrotechnics companies.
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b. Soil investigations in the southern portion of the Property found that perchlorate was present in the shallow soil (less than 25 feet below ground surface) at the locations of four former earthen burn/disposal pits:

i) Perchlorate was present at a maximum concentration of 760 µg/kg at the location of one former pit (located in an area known as Area C) that is now beneath a building.

ii) Perchlorate was present at a maximum concentration of 6,800 µg/kg at the location of a former pit (Area D1) formerly used by Goodrich, at a maximum concentration of 3,900 µg/kg at the location of a former pit (Area D2) used by various fireworks companies, and at a maximum concentration of 310 µg/kg at the location of a former pit (Area D3) used by various fireworks companies.

c. A soil investigation at the McLaughlin Pit found that perchlorate was present in both the shallow and deep soil:

i) Perchlorate was present at a maximum concentration of 205,000 µg/kg in shallow soil samples (less than 20 feet bgs) collected from trenches excavated along the McLaughlin Pit boundaries and a boring that was advanced through the bottom of the McLaughlin Pit.

ii) A follow-up soil boring was advanced through the bottom of the McLaughlin Pit. Soil samples were collected every 20 feet for the entire depth of the borehole until groundwater was encountered at a depth of approximately 435 feet bgs. Perchlorate was present in every soil sample, extending from the surface all the way through the vadose zone to the groundwater. Perchlorate was present at a maximum concentration of 190,000 µg/kg in the shallower soil samples (20 to 180 feet bgs) to a maximum concentration of 1,500 µg/kg in the deeper soil samples (200 to 435 feet bgs). TCE was not detected, with the exception of one sample at 300 feet bgs (8.7 µg/kg).

d. Soil samples collected at 20 foot intervals from two of the five well bores drilled by Ell/Pyro Spectaculars that were closest to the McLaughlin Pit, found that perchlorate was present throughout the soil column:

i) At borehole CMW-01 (about 60 feet southeast of the McLaughlin Pit), perchlorate was found to increase with depth from a concentration of 31 µg/kg at 65 feet bgs to a concentration of 2,300 µg/kg at 135 feet bgs. The deepest soil sample collected from this borehole was at a depth of approximately 375 feet bgs, and had a perchlorate concentration of 110 µg/kg.
ii) At borehole CMW-02, (about 300 feet southwest of the McLaughlin Pit and adjacent to a former earthen disposal/burn pit used by Goodrich), perchlorate was detected in soil samples collected from approximately 10 feet to 258 feet bgs, with a maximum concentration of 1,700 µg/kg found at 180 feet bgs.

52. Nine groundwater monitoring wells have been installed at the Property to characterize water quality and flow direction. Groundwater samples collected from these wells confirm that perchlorate and TCE are present in groundwater underlying the Property.

a. Four monitoring wells (PW-1 through PW-4) were installed by Goodrich:

i) PW-1, located upgradient, along the northern boundary of the Property, does not contain perchlorate or TCE (perchlorate was detected in PW-1 in October 2005 and January 2006 at 6.3 and 1.6 µg/l, but was not detected prior to and subsequent to these detections).

ii) Perchlorate concentrations in PW-2, located within the southern portion of the Property, have ranged from approximately 40 to 10,000 µg/l. TCE in PW-2 has ranged from 40 to 390 µg/l.

iii) Perchlorate concentrations in PW-3, located near the southeast, downgradient corner of the Property, have ranged from 28 to 80 µg/l. TCE in PW-3 has ranged from 7.4 to 52 µg/l.

iv) Perchlorate concentrations in PW-4, located along the eastern boundary of the Property, have ranged from 1.1 to 5.5 µg/l. TCE in PW-4 has ranged from 1.4 to 3.8 µg/l.

b. Five monitoring wells (CMW-01 through CMW-05) were installed by Pyro Spectaculars and Ell. Three of the wells (CMW-01 through CMW-03) were installed in the vicinity of the McLaughlin Pit. Two of the wells (CMW-04 and CMW-05) were installed upgradient of the McLaughlin Pit, between the northern (former manufacturing) and southern (former disposal) areas of the Property.

i) Perchlorate and TCE have been detected in CMW-01, located immediately downgradient of both the McLaughlin Pit and a former earthen disposal/burn pit, at concentrations as high as 770 µg/l and 87 µg/l, respectively.

ii) Perchlorate and TCE have been detected in CMW-02, located cross-gradient from the McLaughlin Pit and near a former earthen
disposal/burn pit, at concentrations as high as 80 µg/l and 356 µg/l, respectively.

iii) TCE was detected in CMW-03, located approximately 330 feet upgradient (northwest) of the McLaughlin Pit, along a fence that divides the northern and southern areas of the Property, at a concentration of 5.3 µg/l.

iv) Perchlorate and TCE have been detected in CMW-04, located immediately downgradient of Buildings #1 and #10, where Goodrich’s reclamation of approximately 100 Sidewinder rocket motor casings took place, at concentrations as high as 54 µg/l and 47 µg/l, respectively.

v) Perchlorate and TCE have been detected in CMW-05, located immediately downgradient of the former 150-gallon solid propellant mixer room, which was used by Goodrich and various fireworks companies, at concentrations as high as 260 µg/l and 100 µg/l, respectively.

53. Groundwater samples obtained from the five deep, off-site, downgradient, multi-port (Westbay™) monitoring wells (PW-5 through PW-9) installed by Goodrich, confirm that perchlorate and TCE are migrating from the Property. The wells were installed from as close as 0.9 miles to up to 3.2 miles from the Property. Each well has five to seven sampling ports at various depths. The sampling ports range in depth from 355 to 820 feet bgs.

a. PW-8 is located approximately 4,500 feet (0.9 miles) downgradient of the Property, at West Valley Water District’s Well No. 22 property. Concentrations of perchlorate have ranged from 46 to 140 µg/l, and concentrations of TCE have ranged from 9.8 to 22 µg/l, with the highest concentrations found at a depth of approximately 445 feet bgs.

b. PW-5 is located approximately 9,500 feet (1.8 miles) downgradient of the Property. Concentrations of perchlorate have ranged from non-detect to 1,200 µg/l, with the highest concentration found at a depth 560 feet bgs. TCE concentrations have ranged from non-detect to 25 µg/l, with the maximum concentration found at 515 feet bgs.

c. PW-6 is located approximately 1,000 feet southwest of PW-5. The highest concentration of perchlorate found in PW-6 was 1.9 µg/l at a depth of 445 feet bgs. TCE was not detected in PW-6.
d. PW-7 is located approximately 11,500 feet (2.2 miles) downgradient of the Property. The maximum concentrations of perchlorate and TCE found in PW-7 were 7.7 μg/l and 0.56 μg/l, respectively, at a depth of 500 feet.

e. PW-9 is located approximately 17,000 feet (3.2 miles) downgradient of the Property, at the City of Rialto Well No. 6 property. Perchlorate and TCE are present in the groundwater to a depth of 815 feet bgs. Perchlorate concentrations have ranged from non-detect to 190 μg/l, and TCE concentrations have ranged from non-detect to 5.1 μg/l, with the highest concentrations found at a depth of approximately 485 feet bgs.

54. The Dischargers have caused or permitted, or are causing or permitting, or threaten to cause or permit waste, i.e., perchlorate or TCE, to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be, discharged into waters of the state, and have created, or threaten to create, a condition of pollution or nuisance. Therefore, it is appropriate to order the Dischargers to clean up the waste and abate the effects of the waste.

55. Sixteen municipal water supply wells downgradient of the Property, in the Rialto, Riverside - B, and Chino North Groundwater Management Zones, contain perchlorate above a detection limit of about 1.0 μg/l. These wells belong to the West Valley Water District (WVWD), the Cities of Rialto and Colton, and the Arrowhead Medical Center. These wells are Rialto No. 1, Rialto No. 2, Rialto No. 4, Rialto No. 6, Chino No. 1 (City of Rialto), Chino No. 2 (City of Rialto), WVWD No. 11, WVWD No. 16, WVWD No. 17, WVWD No. 18, WVWD No. 22, WVWD No. 42, Colton No. 15, Colton No. 17, Colton No. 24 and the Arrowhead Medical Center Well. Six of these wells (WVWD No. 22, Rialto No. 1, Rialto No. 2, Rialto No. 6, Chino No. 1 and Chino No. 2) also contain TCE, above a detection limit of 0.5 μg/l. The West Valley Water District, Arrowhead Medical Center and the Cities of Rialto and Colton have limited or ceased the use of these municipal water supply wells as a result of the presence of perchlorate and TCE in the wells.

56. These sixteen wells are located from as close as 0.9 miles to about 6.0 miles from the Property. The concentrations of perchlorate and TCE in these wells generally decrease in relation to the well’s distance from the Property. Sampling during the past twelve months, or the most recent sampling in the event a well was not sampled during the last twelve months, has shown that five of these sixteen wells have exceeded the public health goal of 6 μg/l on at least one occasion. These wells are Rialto No. 2, Rialto No. 4, Rialto No. 6, Chino No. 1, and WVWD No. 22. The remaining eleven wells contain perchlorate, but have not exceeded the public health goal of 6 μg/l during the past twelve months. Only one of the sixteen wells, WVWD No.22, has exceeded the MCL for TCE during the past twelve months. Five of the
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sixteen wells contain TCE, but have not exceeded the MCL for TCE during the past twelve months.

57. Seven of the sixteen wells (Chino No. 1, Chino No. 2, Colton No. 15, Colton No. 17, Colton No. 24, VWWD No. 42, and VWWD No. 18) were previously put back into operation after having perchlorate treatment systems installed. Most of the capital costs for construction of these systems were provided by Goodrich ($3 million, as a result of an interim settlement agreement with the Regional Board and the water purveyors), the State Water Resources Control Board’s Cleanup and Abatement Account ($2.25 million), Proposition 50 (about $3 million), and Regional Board liability assessments ($135,000). The remainder of the costs, and ongoing operational costs, are being borne by the water purveyors.

58. Eight of the sixteen wells (Rialto No. 1, Rialto No. 2, Rialto No. 4, Rialto No. 6, Arrowhead Medical Center Well, VWWD No. 11, VWWD No. 17 and VWWD No. 22) are not currently operating. The Arrowhead Medical Center well was shut down and the Arrowhead Medical Center was connected to a local municipal water supply system. VWWD No. 22 was abandoned, and VWWD No. 17 is currently inactive. Rialto No. 1, Rialto No. 2, Rialto No. 4, Rialto No. 6 and VWWD No. 11 are not pumping as a result of the presence of perchlorate and/or TCE in the wells.

59. One of the sixteen wells that contain perchlorate, VWWD No. 16, is currently operating (the average perchlorate concentration in this well is about 2.0 µg/l). Therefore, of the sixteen wells downgradient of the Property that contain perchlorate, seven have perchlorate treatment systems installed, eight are not operating and one is operating without perchlorate treatment.

60. One municipal water supply well, VWWD Well No. 33, located downgradient of the Property near Rialto Well No. 4, does not contain perchlorate.

61. The presence of both perchlorate and TCE in PW-9, at a concentration of 190 µg/l and 5.1 µg/l, respectively, clearly indicates that the perchlorate and TCE discharging from the Property have advanced farther than 3.2 miles from the Property. The presence of both perchlorate and TCE in Chino No. 2, located about 4.5 miles from the Property, indicates that the perchlorate and TCE discharging from the Property have advanced farther than about 4.5 miles. Although TCE is not present in the Colton No. 15, Colton No. 17, Colton No. 24, VWWD No. 42, and VWWD No. 18 wells, located up to about 6.0 miles from the Property, these wells do contain perchlorate. Based on the differing characteristics of perchlorate and TCE, perchlorate travels faster and disperses farther laterally and vertically in groundwater than TCE. Therefore, it would be expected that the migration of TCE discharged from the Property would lag behind that of perchlorate discharged from the Property. This is
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consistent with perchlorate being detected and TCE not being detected in the Colton No. 15, Colton No. 17, Colton No. 24, WVWD No. 42, and WVWD No. 18 wells.

62. The geology, hydrogeology and aquifer characteristics of the Rialto, Riverside-B, and Chino North Groundwater Management Zones have been extensively researched and documented by various parties. Based on the geology, hydrogeology and aquifer characteristics of these groundwater management zones, and the above Findings, the presence of perchlorate and TCE in the sixteen municipal wells cited in Finding 55 is consistent with being a result of waste discharges by the Dischargers during the time that the Dischargers were at the Property.

63. Based on the above Findings, the Dischargers have caused or permitted, are causing or permitting, or threaten to cause or permit waste, i.e., perchlorate, to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be, discharged into waters of the state, specifically the Rialto, Riverside - B, and Chino North Groundwater Management Zones, and has created, or threatens to create a condition of pollution or nuisance. Based on the above Findings, Goodrich and WCLC and its legal successors have caused or permitted, are causing or permitting, or threaten to cause or permit waste, i.e., TCE, to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably will be, discharged into waters of the state, specifically the Rialto, Riverside - B, and Chino North Groundwater Management Zones, and has created, or threatens to create a condition of pollution or nuisance.

64. The Dischargers have discharged waste that has affected public water supplies. The sixteen municipal water supply wells described in Finding 55, and the municipal water supply well described in Finding 60, have been affected or are threatened to be affected by wastes discharged by the Dischargers.

65. OEHHA established its public health goal of 6 μg/l based upon the level of perchlorate in drinking water that would pose no significant health risk to individuals consuming the water on a daily basis over a lifetime. OEHHA is required to base its public health goal exclusively on public health considerations, without regard to cost impacts. Because OEHHA is the State agency responsible for such health risk assessments, it is appropriate to use the public health goal as the applicable level for determining wells requiring replacement drinking water supply.

66. Since the five municipal water supply wells described in Finding 56 contain perchlorate exceeding the public health goal of 6 μg/l, in accordance with Section 13304(a) of the California Water Code, it is appropriate to order the
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provision of, or payment for, uninterrupted replacement water service, which may include wellhead treatment, to each affected water provider.

67. In addition to the sixteen municipal water supply wells described in Finding 55 that contain perchlorate, there are two WVWD wells that contain perchlorate, WVWD No. 41 and WVWD No. 37, that are located about 8 miles and about 10 miles downgradient from the Property, respectively. There is currently insufficient evidence to conclude that these wells have been affected by wastes discharged by the Dischargers.

68. The Fontana Water Company has seven municipal supply wells in the Chino North Groundwater Management Zone that contain perchlorate. The closest of these wells is located about 2 miles west, and cross-gradient (perpendicular) to the southeast flow direction of contaminants migrating from the Property. In addition, a fault separates the Chino North Groundwater Management Zone from the Rialto Groundwater Management Zone. This fault has been extensively documented as an effective groundwater barrier. Since the flow direction of contaminants migrating from the Property is not toward the Fontana Water Company wells, and the presence of the groundwater barrier is known to greatly inhibit the movement of groundwater from the Rialto Groundwater Management Zone to the Chino North Groundwater Management Zone in the area where the closest Fontana Water Company wells are located, there is currently insufficient evidence to conclude that these wells have been affected by wastes discharged by the Dischargers.

69. In the future, if additional evidence is obtained and the Regional Board determines that sufficient evidence is available to conclude that any of the wells described in Findings 67 and 68, or any other wells not cited above, have been affected by wastes discharged by the Dischargers, the Regional Board will consider an amendment to this order or a separate order in accordance with 13304 of the California Water Code.

70. Section 13267(b) of the California Water Code provides that:

"In conducting an investigation specified in subdivision (a), the regional board may require that any person who has discharged, discharges, or is suspected of having discharged or discharging, or who proposes to discharge waste within its region, or any citizen or domiciliary, or political agency or entity of this state who has discharged, discharges, or is suspected of having discharged or discharging, or who proposes to discharge, waste outside of its region that could affect the quality of waters within its region, shall furnish, under penalty of perjury, technical or monitoring program reports which the regional board requires. The burden, including costs, of these reports shall bear a reasonable
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relationship to the need for the report and the benefits to be obtained from the reports. In requiring those reports, the regional board shall provide the person with a written explanation with regard to the need for the reports, and shall identify the evidence that supports requiring that person to provide the reports."

As described in this Order, existing data and information show that the Dischargers have discharged, or are discharging, waste within this Regional Board’s jurisdiction.

71. There is a need for additional groundwater investigation and continued groundwater monitoring, in order to delineate the lateral and vertical extent of the perchlorate and TCE and to complete a remedial investigation/feasibility study for the purpose of selecting an effective long-term remedial action plan. Therefore, in accordance with Section 13267 of the California Water Code, it is appropriate to order the Dischargers to furnish technical reports that delineate the extent of the perchlorate and TCE in the affected groundwater management zones that resulted from waste that has been discharged, or is being discharged, by the Dischargers.

72. California Water Code Section 13304 allows the Regional Board to recover reasonable expenses from responsible parties for overseeing cleanup and abatement activities. It is the Regional Board’s intent to recover such costs for regulatory oversight work conducted in accordance with this order.

73. Section 13304(c)(1) of the California Water Code provides that:

“If the waste is cleaned up or the effects of the waste are abated, or, in the case of threatened pollution or nuisance, other necessary remedial action is taken by any governmental agency, the person or persons who discharged the waste, dischargers the waste, or threatened to cause or permit the discharge of waste within the meaning of subdivision (a), are liable to that governmental agency to the extent of the reasonable costs actually incurred in cleaning up the waste, abating the effects of the waste, supervising cleanup or abatement activities, or taking other remedial action. The amount of the costs is recoverable in a civil action by, and paid to, the governmental agency and the state board to the extent of the latter’s contribution to the cleanup costs from the State Water Pollution Cleanup and Abatement Account or other available funds.”

Therefore, the Dischargers are liable to the WVWD and the Cities of Rialto and Colton to the extent of the reasonable costs actually incurred in cleaning up the waste, abating the effects of the waste, supervising cleanup or abatement activities, or taking other remedial action. The Dischargers are also liable to the State Water Resources Control Board for cleanup costs from
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the State Water Pollution Cleanup and Abatement Account that were provided to the WVWD and the Cities of Rialto and Colton.

74. This enforcement action is being taken by a regulatory agency to enforce a water quality law. Such action is exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code, Section 21000, et seq.) in accordance with Section 15321, Article 19, Division 3, Title 14, California Code of Regulations.

75. Orders pursuant to Section 13267 and Section 13304 of the California Water Code have been issued to former tenants or former owners of the 160-acre parcel and adjacent properties. Additional orders may be issued, if Regional Board staff obtains additional information indicating that other specific tenants or owners have also discharged perchlorate or TCE that affects or threatens to affect groundwater.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT, pursuant to Section 13267 and Section 13304, Article 1, Chapter 5, Division 7, of the California Water Code, Goodrich Corporation, Pyro Spectaculars, Inc., Kwikset Locks, Inc., Emhart Industries, Inc., Kwikset Corporation and Black & Decker Inc., shall abate the effects of perchlorate, jointly and severally, and Goodrich Corporation, Kwikset Locks, Inc., Emhart Industries, Inc., Kwikset Corporation and Black & Decker Inc. shall abate the effects of TCE, jointly and severally, as follows:

1. By March __, 2007, submit a proposed water replacement plan, including a time schedule for implementation, for the provision of, or payment for, uninterrupted replacement water service, which may include wellhead treatment, to the West Valley Water District and the City of Rialto. The water replacement plan shall address the five wells cited in Finding 56 that contain perchlorate that exceed the public health goal of 6 µg/l. The replacement water shall meet all applicable federal, state, and local drinking water standards, and shall have comparable quality to that pumped by the public water supply system prior to the discharge of waste. The water replacement plan shall be subject to the approval of the Executive Officer. Following approval by the Executive Officer, the Dischargers shall implement the water replacement plan.

2. By March __, 2007, submit a water replacement contingency plan. The water replacement contingency plan shall address the eleven municipal water supply wells cited in Finding 56 that contain perchlorate in concentrations that do not currently exceed the public health goal of 6 µg/l, and WVWD No. 33, cited in Finding 60, that does not currently contain
perchlorate. The water replacement contingency plan shall describe immediate plans to monitor data trends in these wells for the purpose of determining the likelihood of future exceedence of the public health goal for perchlorate or the MCL for TCE. The water replacement contingency plan shall describe actions to be taken to provide timely replacement water in the event that the public health goal for perchlorate or the MCL for TCE is exceeded at any time in the future. The water replacement contingency plan shall be subject to the approval of the Executive Officer. Following approval by the Executive Officer, the Dischargers shall implement the water replacement contingency plan.

3. The Dischargers may stop supplying uninterrupted replacement water service for a particular well upon the Executive Officer's concurrence that there have been four consecutive quarters of concentrations equal to or less than the public health goal of 6 μg/l for perchlorate and the MCL of 5 μg/l for TCE.

4. If OEHHA revises the public health goal for perchlorate, the new public health goal will take the place of the public health goal of 6 μg/l for the purpose of determining the wells subject to Items 1 through 3, above. If DHS establishes an MCL for perchlorate or revises the MCL for TCE, the new MCL will take the place of the public health goal for the purpose of determining the wells subject to Items 1 through 3, above.

5. By February __, 2007, submit a conceptual work plan and time schedule for performing additional soil and groundwater investigations at the Property. The work plan shall propose work sufficient to define the lateral and vertical extent of the perchlorate and TCE at the Property that is discharging, has been discharged, or threatens to be discharged, by the Dischargers, for the purpose of developing an interim remedial action plan. The interim remedial action plan shall address actions needed to be taken to cleanup or abate soil and groundwater at or adjacent to the Property, so that the Property does not pose a threat to beneficial uses of groundwater downgradient of the Property. The work plan for performing additional soil and groundwater investigations at the Property, and any subsequent work plans necessary to sufficiently define the lateral and vertical extent of the perchlorate and TCE for the purpose of developing an interim remedial action plan, is subject to the approval of the Executive Officer, and shall be implemented in accordance with a time schedule approved by the Executive Officer.

6. Within 90 days after the Executive Officer determines that the lateral and vertical extent of perchlorate and TCE at the Property has been sufficiently defined, submit an interim remedial action plan, including an implementation schedule, to cleanup or abate soil and groundwater at or
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adjacent to the Property, so the Property does not pose a threat to beneficial uses of groundwater downgradient of the Property. The interim remedial action plan and schedule shall be subject to the approval of the Executive Officer. The Dischargers shall implement the interim remedial action plan, as approved by the Executive Officer.

7. By March __, 2007, submit a work plan and time schedule to fully define the lateral and vertical extent of the perchlorate and TCE downgradient of the Property that is discharging, has been discharged, or threatens to be discharged, by the Dischargers. The work plan, subject to the approval of the Executive Officer, shall be implemented in accordance with a time schedule approved by the Executive Officer.

8. Prepare and implement additional work plans that the Executive Officer deems necessary to sufficiently characterize the lateral and vertical extent of perchlorate and TCE downgradient of the Property that is discharging, has been discharged, or threatens to be discharged, by the Dischargers. The work plans shall be implemented in accordance with time schedules approved by the Executive Officer.

9. After the Executive Officer determines that the lateral and vertical extent of perchlorate and TCE downgradient of the Property that is discharging, has been discharged, or threatens to be discharged by the Dischargers has been sufficiently defined, submit a feasibility study that evaluates effective long term remedial alternatives, and includes a recommended long term remedial alternative. In accordance with State Water Resources Control Board Resolution No. 92-49, the recommended long term remedial alternative shall clean up and abate the effects of discharges in a manner that promotes attainment of either background water quality, or the best water quality which is reasonable if background levels of water quality cannot be restored, considering all demands being made and to be made on those waters and the total values involved, beneficial and detrimental, economic and social, tangible and intangible. The feasibility study shall be submitted within 150 days of the Executive Officer's notification to the Dischargers that the definition of the extent of perchlorate and TCE is sufficiently complete. The feasibility study shall be subject to the approval of the Executive Officer.

10. Within 90 days of the Executive Officer’s approval of the feasibility study, submit a remedial action plan, including an implementation schedule, to cleanup or abate the effects of the perchlorate and TCE that is discharging, has been discharged, or threatens to be discharged, by the Dischargers. The remedial action plan and schedule shall be subject to the approval of the Executive Officer. The Dischargers shall implement the remedial action plan as approved by the Executive Officer.
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11. The work conducted under this Order shall be performed in a manner consistent with the National Oil and Hazardous Substance Pollution Contingency Plan, Title 42, United States Code, Section 9605 and Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40, Part 300 ("NCP"). The Regional Board agrees to assist the Dischargers with activities that may be required to demonstrate consistency with the NCP.

12. All feasibility studies, interim remedial action plans and remedial action plans submitted in accordance with this Order shall be subject to a public meeting and a public comment period prior to being approved by the Executive Officer.

13. The Dischargers shall reimburse the West Valley Water District and the Cities of Rialto and Colton for past and ongoing reasonable costs incurred in cleaning up the waste, abating the effects of the waste, supervising cleanup or abatement activities, or taking other remedial action, in accordance with Section 13304(c)(1) of the California Water Code, as follows:

Within 30 days after notification by the Executive Officer that the West Valley Water District, the City of Rialto, the City of Colton or the State Water Resources Control Board have provided past costs incurred in cleaning up the waste, abating the effects of the waste, supervising cleanup or abatement activities, or taking other remedial actions, the Dischargers shall submit a Reimbursement Plan for Past Costs for that agency, for the approval of the Executive Officer. The Reimbursement Plan for Past Costs shall include a schedule for providing complete cost reimbursement for past costs for that agency within 90 days from the Executive Officer’s approval of the Reimbursement Plan for Past Costs.

By February __, 2007, the Dischargers shall submit a Reimbursement Plan for Ongoing Costs for the approval of the Executive Officer. The Reimbursement Plan for Ongoing Costs shall include a plan and schedule for providing ongoing cost reimbursement to the West Valley Water District and the Cities of Rialto and Colton for costs incurred in cleaning up the waste, abating the effects of the waste, supervising cleanup or abatement activities, or taking other remedial actions. The Reimbursement Plan for Ongoing Costs shall be implemented following the approval of the Executive Officer.

This Order, originally issued on February 28, 2005 and amended on December 2, 2005, is hereby amended.
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Failure to comply with the terms and conditions of this order may result in the imposition of civil liabilities, either administratively by the Regional Board or judicially by the Superior Court in accordance with Section 13350 of the California Water Code, and/or referral to the Attorney General for such action as may be deemed appropriate.

Ordered by:

(DRAFT)

__________________________
Walt Pettit
Deputy Executive Officer

January __, 2007
October 9, 2006

Carole H. Beswick, Chair
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
Santa Ana Region
3737 Main St., Suite 500
Riverside, CA 92501-3339

Re: Resolution R8-2006-0079 Directing the Executive Officer to Delegate Certain Authorities to an Independent Hearing Officer for the Purpose of Considering the Issuance of Investigation and/or Cleanup and Abatement Orders and Conducting Hearings As Necessary in the Rialto 16-Acre Site Perchlorate Investigation and Remediation

Dear Ms. Beswick:

This letter responds on behalf of Emhart Industries Inc, Kwikset Corporation, Black & Decker (U.S.) Inc, and Black & Decker Inc., all of which have been named by the Executive Officer in CAO R8-2005-0053 (the "2005 CAO"), to the request for comments on Draft Resolution R8-2006-0070 {"Draft Resolution") which is scheduled to be discussed at the Regional Board's hearing on October 13, 2006.

Emhart and the other entities named in the have the following comments. The proposed findings and resolution in the Draft Resolution omit a number of material facts which make the Regional Board's findings and resolution incomplete and invalid as a matter of fact and law.

Finding 4: Contrary to proposed Finding 4, Emhart and the other entities named in the CAO sought an order disqualifying the Regional Board from adjudicating the allegations in the CAO on the grounds that the substantial documentary evidence (including numerous emails between the Executive Director and members of the Regional Board) establish that there was a clear appearance of bias and prejudice, if not actual bias and prejudice, by the Regional Board against Emhart and the other parties named in the 2005 CAO. In other words, the allegations of bias and prejudice are supported by substantial evidence which remains unrebutted.

Finding 5: Contrary to proposed Finding 5, the State Board declined to take the matter up only after the Executive Officer and the Regional Board advised the State Board that the Regional Board
Board had cancelled the hearing on the 2005 CAO. The Regional Board's decision had the effect of avoiding the need for the State Board's examination of the substantial evidence of bias and prejudice, effectively mooting for the moment the issue of the Regional Board's disqualification. Given that there was now no pending action by the Regional Board, there was no need for the State Board to address its disqualification:

Finding 8: Contrary to proposed Finding 8, the "Emhart Entities" did not "subsequently reversed the position taken in their petitions" regarding the need for a State Board hearing. Rather, given that the need for a hearing on either the request for disqualification of the Regional Board and the 2005 CAO was mooted as a result of the Regional Board's decision not to hold a hearing on the 2005 CAO, there was no reason for further action by the State Board at this time.

Finding 10: Contrary to proposed Finding 10, the 2005 CAO is no longer a viable order, if it ever were. During the State Board proceedings on Emhart's petition, the State Board was advised by Emhart and the Advocacy Team that there was an extensive investigation of the conditions and potential sources for contamination on the 160-acre site which was then ongoing by Emhart and others. It was further advised that until that investigation was complete it would be premature and potentially unnecessary to hold an adjudicatory hearing establishing any particular party's liability. Emhart's substantial investigative work is almost complete and we anticipate that its consultant, Environ, will soon file a report with Board staff setting forth the significant data gathered and its preliminary findings regarding that data. Further, we understand, given the data regarding the adverse impact of Goodrich's historical site activities, that Goodrich recently commenced significant additional site investigative work, much of which is duplicative of work already performed. Again, until the current site investigative work is completed and the data evaluated, it appears that any further proceedings are premature, especially when the investigation data should identify the actual sources of any contaminants of concern and thus those responsible.

Finding 14: The proposed finding that the members of the Regional Board adamantly and unequivocally deny that their actions have created a clear appearance of bias and prejudice, if not actual bias, is inappropriate for at least two reasons: first, it is improper for the members of the Board to make such a finding with regard to their own conduct; if and when that issue becomes ripe for a decision, it is for the State Board to make in the first instance; second, the Regional Board proposes to make this finding without reviewing or considering the substantial evidence now before the State Board as set forth in Emhart's petition which is being held in abeyance.

Findings 19 and 20: Contrary to proposed Findings 19 and 20, the Regional Board is not authorized to appoint a former state employee to assume its adjudicatory functions, nor is it authorized to delegate that function to its Executive Officer, a member of the prosecution team, so he can in turn delegate it to a former and retired colleague. Water Code § 13228.14 specifically provides with regard to "any hearing," which necessarily includes adjudicatory hearings as opposed to meetings, that a regional board may only delegate such hearings to a panel of its members, "but any final action in the matter shall be taken by the regional board." This provision does not
authorize a regional board to delegate its adjudicatory hearing powers and responsibilities to its Executive Officer, who in turn can then delegate his adjudicatory authority to some former colleague or state employee. Nothing in the sections of the Water Code cited in proposed Findings 19 and 20, override or negate this more specific statutory restriction, which is reaffirmed by the State Board in its regulations at 22 CCR 648 et seq. Nor has Regional Board staff (the prosecution team) identified any precedent that would support these proposed findings. Nor does Regional Board staff provided any legal analysis by any neutral state legal officer to support these proposed findings.

Moreover, even if the Regional Board has such authority, which it does not, given the unrebuted substantial evidence filed with the State Board in support of the disqualification of the Regional Board, which petition is still pending (but in abeyance), the Regional Board cannot and should not undertake to select or appoint any person to adjudicate the rights of Emhart or any other entity named in the 2005 CAO. Nor can it delegate its adjudicatory authority to its Executive Officer, a part of the prosecution team, to select a former state employee and colleague, to adjudicate such rights. By way of analogy, the law does not permit a court, which has been challenged for the appearance of bias, if not actual bias, to delegate to a biased prosecutor the selection of a former colleague to adjudicate the defendant's rights. To do so, creates the same clear appearance of bias and prejudice, if not actual bias, addressed in the disqualification petition which is still pending before the State Board.

Finding 21: Contrary to Finding 21, the Regional Board is not authorized to employ a retired annuitant on a limited term basis to perform its adjudicatory functions. First, for all the reason stated in the comment regarding proposed Findings 19 and 20, the Regional Board is without such authority. Second, as noted in proposed Finding 17, the California Administrative Procedure Act precludes the Regional Board from employing one of its employees as an independent hearing officer. It is a well established maxim of California Jurisprudence that "Where the reason is the same, the rule should be the same." Civil Code § 3511. Thus, even if the Regional Board had the authority to delegate its adjudicatory functions, it is not permitted to appoint a former State Board employee to undertake such an adjudication. Finally, even if the law authorized the Regional Board to delegated its adjudicatory functions, which it does not, Gov. Code § 19144 and 21144 require that such an annuitant has performed the proposed functions before and is qualified to do so. There is no showing that the former Executive Director of the State Board has ever sat as a member of a Regional Board which held an adjudicatory hearing, nor is there any showing that he is in anyway qualified to make the many complex legal and factual issues he would be asked to adjudicate.

Resolution Paragraphs 1 through 9: For all the foregoing reasons, the proposed resolution (¶ 1-9) are all improper:

Paragraph 1 creates a conflict of interest and commingling of functions by proposing to delegate to the annuitant both adjudicatory hearing and prosecution functions.
Paragraph 2 incorrectly assumes (a) that the Executive Officer has the authority to conduct APA adjudicatory hearings, and (b) that the proposed appointee is qualified to conduct APA hearings by virtue of his former position. Neither assumption is supported or supportable.

Paragraph 3 incorrectly assumes that there is available support staff that is free from all prior ex parte communications related to the matter.

Paragraph 6 improperly mixes prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions.

Paragraph 7 violates Water Code § 13228.14(a).

Paragraph 8 also violates Water Code § 13228.14(a): the appointee cannot be answerable to no one at the Regional Board.

Paragraph 9 creates a potential appearance of bias which may disqualify the Executive Officer and the Assistant Executive Officer from acting as prosecutors in this matter because of their past involvement with the McLaughlin Pit and its closure.

The proposed resolution should not be adopted.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

Robert D. Wyatt
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